The rose is an icon that inspires passionate interest from gardeners and admirers of beauty everywhere. This unique coffee table book reveals the fascinating story of 26 different roses, blending stunning photography, enlightening commentary and practical information for cultivating and appreciating this beloved flower. Each illuminating page offers much more than the average horticultural book. Readers will discover:

- A remarkable rose alphabet, with chapters featuring a rose named with each letter of the alphabet
- The origin of each rose, how it developed and its unique physical qualities
- Beautiful photographs showing each rose as it grows on the bush and in striking arrangements
- Tips and techniques for harvesting and arranging

Sprinkled throughout the text, readers will also find entertaining anecdotes and personal stories from the author that encourage a new level of adoration for roses of all kinds.

My Personal Review:
Carolyn Parkers book is like a friendly chat over a cup of tea, and at the same time it makes her extensive knowledge of roses accessible to a non-gardener. Her magnificent photographs and her care-full description have given me a heightened awareness of plants and flowers I might once have passed by or taken for granted. The stories Carolyn Parker tells are charming and so appreciative of her fellow human beings, be they rose experts she traveled the world to meet or a friend she grew up with. In addition, she honors and celebrates her own inner growth as she writes. I think this book is actually a self-help book of the highest kind.

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
R is for Rose by Carolyn Parker - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!